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rust through. Have title Doors work well. Good project car. Deliverypossible all over the world.
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bunch of other cars that they Satisfied all my requirements. I got a good feedback from Ted
Vernon Specialty Autos, fast and professional. Jorgen W. Prompt response and very
knowledgeable. Unfortunately the vehicle I was intrested in was sold. However, once Scott knew
what I was looking for he was able to send me dozens of similar vehicles to choose from!
Thanks Scott! Dealer was very helpful answering all the questions we had regarding this truck,
and if she couldn't answer right away she got the answers and called me back. Did a very good
job answering my questions and providing the info I needed to make my decision. I purchased
another car thru you. Pam was very helpfull in helping me get the a car I wanted. They were
friendly. Took a while to respond but they did. Seller had already sold the car. The dealer was
helpful, friendly, and answered my questions. Contacted this dealership multiple times through
email and text and all they tell you is to come visit. Told them I live 13 hours away and they just

seemed to blow me off. Seems to be a scam of just poor service. Good response from the dealer
and knowledgeable about the car and sent extra pictures. Great experience and awesome
customer service. We'll help you find great deals among the millions of vehicles available
nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each
one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new
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project car, you want to find the one that fits your situation and skill set the best. It appears that
someone began restoring it, stopped, and left it to the elements for a while. It is going to need
lots of metal work, paint, and possibly an engine. On the upside, it has a clear title and most of
the hard to find bits. So would you spend more to get a car that looks to be solid and complete,
but lacks information, or spend less initially for a car that you know is going to need
everything? As the bidding stand right now on the black one, it is still the better bargain of the
two even at about twice the price. The interior appears to be complete, trim pieces are all there?
With the black one you pretty much see what you get. I never liked projects that are in boxes.
There will always be something missing or few parts that will take a long time trying to figure
out where they go only to realize they were tossed into the box by mistake. As the saying goes,
a cheapskate will pay twiceâ€¦. Out of the tri5 Chevys, the 55 is my favorite for its uncluttered
look. The 57 is my 2nd favorite out of the series even though the market considers these much
more desireable. Either way, either one is going to cost you. The deciding factor for me comes
in two parts. A clear title, 2. Over all cost. It would be my choice of the two but both will take a
lot of work. The blue one the seller calls it a gem only in his eyes imo. There is not nearly
enough information in either ad to really know but the black 57 seems like the better way to go.
Just looking at them and being female, I see the black and red car. Because it looks more
original. What do you guys think? The black 57 is the way to go, even at twice the price. Better
to buy one as complete as possible. Out of state vehicles or Ca vehicles that are not in the state
computer system will require a vin verification- free service to AAA members. After looking at
them both, I think the black 57 would be the safer way to go. It may cost more initially but it
does look like its all there. As everyone else seemed to recognize,â€¦The Black car is much
more complete and does have a Title. In many states this is a requirement even for the old
stuffâ€¦ In mine it is not presently needed for anything built before Thank You Alabama.
Seeming to be a much easier and complete project, the Black car is most likely, at the end of the
auction, going to end up being 4 to 5 times the cost of the Blue carâ€¦ It also does not have the
original engine, but does have one, as opposed to the Blue car with no engine or transâ€¦.
Personally I am not a real big fan of the 2dr hardtops. We have Kidsâ€¦ The easy access of the
4dr will be nice, along with the roomy back seat. Just my ol Muscle Shoals, Alabama gearhead
thoughtsâ€¦. It, always, was her favorite car and, my then-boss, just, happened to own one.
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much easier and complete project, the Black car is most likely, at the end of the auction, going
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but does have one, as opposed to the Blue car with no engine or transâ€¦ Personally I am not a
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truck that looks like a vintage model but drives like a ? Now for sale in our Houston Showroom
is this stunning Chevrolet This has more than This truck has been in the family for over 40 years
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with the owner's manual, service records, and a clear Florida title. This Plymouth Prowler is a
one-owner, 33k-mileexample finished in Prowler orange pearl coat and accompanied by a
matching trailer. Power is provided by a 3. Interior features include Agateleather and Kenwood
speakers,and new staggered-width Continental tires are found at all four corners. OEM covers
for the car and trailer, an OBD meter, miscellaneous parts, a battery tender, and more are
included. One of approximately 3, produced in , this roadster is offered with 20 years of service
records and a clear Florida title in the seller's name. This Chevrolet Corvette convertible 50th
Anniversary Edition has just under 29k actual miles and is powered by an LS1 5. Finished in
Anniversary EditionRed with a tan cloth soft top over a shale leather interior, the car was
originally sold in New Jersey and later resided in both Maryland and Pennsylvania before being
relocated to Florida beginning in Equipment includes an electronic driver information center,
head-up display, and independent suspension with active handling. This Dodge Stealth
hatchback is one of produced in Kutani Red for the model year, and it is a one-owner original
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on a rust and dent free body, no disappointments. View More Photos. Upgraded with a
performance built Eric's Muscle Cars is proud to offer this beautiful 56 Chevy!! Powered by a
This original Fuelie car comes to Factory V8, 4 speed, large back window, new brakes, new seat,
in storage for 28 years, drives well, very little Paint stripped, lower panels replaced, ci, Muncie
floor shift, bumpers, grill, etc. Engine cu in, HP, 's with correct air cleaner. Beautiful classic car
that's very original, 4 bbl. V8 engine, automatic transmission, Turquoise and White exterior
painted Numbers Matching, Rust Free! Rare, numbers matching, rust free South Dakota car.
Laser straight show stopper, rebuilt , 3 speed, PS, interior and For more information, please
visit content. Over the top Big Red Chevrolet 4x4 pickup riding high on newer Blazer 4x4
chassis for cruising comfort AC with Heat n defrost. Aluminum Radiator very detailed Universal
Muscle Cars is proud to offer! Only miles since it underwent a body off frame restoration.
Original colors according to the trim tag, its beautiful Over the past few years, many of the
world's finest tri-fives have graced our RK Motors Charlotte showroom. According to Gateway
Classic Cars of Nashville is proud to digitally present this showstopping Chevrolet Belair for
sale. When you think This car is out of los angeles plant This is The The Best Muscle Cars is
proud to offer this awesome 57 Chevy. Gone through and getting a Drivetrain and has Private
Party Sellers Click here to place your ad now! Receive an Email when new listings match "
Chevrolet ". You will receive new listings daily that match your search from AutaBuy. Price
Lowered. Frame UP Restoration. Very Original! Hardtop - Sold! Must See. Low Miles. This Bel
Air has less than 59k miles. Like the feeling of having people stare at your car? This awesome
Chevrolet Bel Air will definitely turn heads!!! Hurry and take advantage now!! Please enjoy our
special internet pricing Please call us at today to schedule your test drive. Information deemed
reliable, but not guaranteed. Interested parties should confirm all data before relying on it to
make a purchase decision. All prices and specifications It runs and drives great down the road
powered by V You stopped to look at this Chevrolet Bel Air sedan because of its great
period-correct appearance inside and out. After all, we all love an icon that's presented like all
the shades of a deep blue ocean. But what will really Classic Car Marketing, Inc. Southern
California's premier marketing company is pleased to introduce this new listing offered for sale
by one of our clients. This Chevrolet Bel Air The car was built in and completely disassembled.
The body off build was very well A classic panel delivery is usually a really cool surf wagon
today. Sort By. Date recent Price highest first Price lowest first. Sort by Date recent Price
highest first Price lowest first. On page 20 40 Mundelein, IL. Make offer. Grand Prairie, TX.
Wichita, KS. Flanders, NY. Laurel, OH. Gainesville, GA. Arlington, VA. Vernon, IN. Lutz, FL.
Remsen, IA. Orange, CA. Walworth, WI. Other Chevrolet Models. Nothing says Americana like a
restored classic Chevy Tri-Five. When people see a Tri-Five they feel the class floating in the air
around it. Just remember that when your project is complete and you are taking her out on her
maiden voyage, you will need extra time to get to your destination, wherever that may be. For a
bit of trivia on the Chevy Tri-Five group of automobiles, click here. Our goal is to make

shopping for your classic Chevy Tri-Five restoration parts easy and enjoyable. To do this, we
have several ways you can shop for, and purchase your classic Tri-Five parts. At any time if you
have a question please feel free to submit an inquiry or call our store at One way that you can
search our classic Tri-Five parts category is simply by using the search bar. Results are based
off of how specific your search is. The more specific your search, the more refined your results
will be. Or you can also select one of our many helpful categories down the left sidebar. You will
be taken to a new screen with more categories relating to the one you previously chose. As you
continue to choose categories you will get fewer options that will be more specific to the part
for which you are shopping. If you prefer to browse for parts using a physical or digital catalog,
please see the catalog section of our website and order your FREE catalog today or click here
to see the digital version of our Tri-Five parts catalog. We know how important our customers
are, and it is our goal to make sure you, our customer, know how much we value you and your
business. We understand that when you need classic restoration parts, you don't want to have
to jump through hoops to get them; that's why we are always diligently working to make your
shopping experience with us better. We strive for excellence daily, because we know you
deserve the highest quality and we will stop at nothing to ensure it for you. We feel that you,
and your needs, should always come first. Read More Is it even possible to improve on a
restored classic Chevy Tri-Five? Thank you for visiting our Chevy Tri-Five radio and audio parts
category! Do you hear that? Looks like you may be needing some parts to fix your radio! Even
though restoring a classic car is a fun process, it can also be a very frustrating one as well. Are
you having Brake Restoration Parts. Thank you for visiting our Chevy Tri-Five Brake parts
category! Weighing in at over pounds you have to have good brakes and brake parts! Let us
help to make sure that when Convertible Top Restoration Parts. They are Cooling System
Restoration Parts. Thank you for visiting our Chevy Tri-Five cooling system parts category!
Being the proud owner of a , 56, or 57 Chevy, you want to make sure that everything looks as
pristine as it did Door Restoration Parts. Thank you for visiting our Chevy Tri-Five door parts
category! Thank you for visiting our Chevy Tri-Five emblem category! The grill emblem on the
front of a Tri-Five is as unmistakable as much as the Belair emblem is elegant. Dash emblems,
fender emblems, Diagnosing engine or transmission problems in classic cars may be easier
done than with modern cars but Thank you for visiting our Chevy Tri-Five exterior and trim parts
category! Without proper maintenance, time can take its toll on a classic car or truck. Chrome
bumpers start to pit and rust, Fuel System Restoration Parts. Thank you for visiting our Chevy
Tri-Five interior and trim parts category! What are your plans for the interior of your Tri-Five?
Are you going all original or are you going custom? Are you Locks may be one of the lesser
frustrations that you have with your restoration, but it can still be a source of a Sheet Metal
Body Parts. We supply the highest quality Tri-Five sheet metal body panels you Welcome to our
Specialty category page. On this Page you will find group of specialty tools that may help you
during you during you restoration project. At any time if you have a question please When
planning out your restoration project, when is the best time in the build to replace all of your
Window Restoration Parts. Thank you for visiting our Chevy Tri-Five window parts category! Is
there anything more fun than cruising in a classic Tri-Five with the windows down and the radio
up? Are your windows still Thank you for visiting our Chevy Tri-Five wiring and electrical parts
category! Good wiring and electrical components are critical on any vehicle. Sign In or Create
an Account. For Sale. Real Estate. Post an Ad. Clear Vehicles 5K Cars. Year Select year from or
older Select year to or older Search results for " chevy truck" Cars for sale in Texas. Date
newest first Relevance Price lowest first Price highest first. This beautiful truck runs and drives
outstanding. Under the hood of this badboy sits a Big fins, chrome to spare, gold Burkburnett
Texas Cars. The Thunderbird was built as a luxury two seat Purchased from second owner of 38
years. Currently Chevy with Turbo and Pontiac rear Car has a Orig 1 Piece California front
bumper. This car Your choice each obo. Good shape no dents. See Outside color: Red. Fule
kind: Gasoline Cobalt blue outside, silver and black inside Vehicle is complete except for a All
original except the gas tank, it's under the bed. It has a straight 6 motor and New brakes, Did
you know that Ford actually out sold Chevy The interior has been very New with zero miles on
it. Coated fender well headers. Aluminum radiator. Cragar SS The 57 has Fire-bird LS1 engine
with 66, miles and six-speed manual Designated trademarks and brands are the property of their
respective owners. Stay Connected: Facebook. Refine your search. Manual 50 Automatic Rear
78 4wd 2 2wd 1. Gasoline Diesel 1. Popular Similar Cars. Google Ads. Station Wagon. Refine
search. The Nomad is best remembered in its Tri-Five, two-door form, and was considered a
halo model during its three-year production as a two-door statio. Powered by a SP Chevrolet
Crate V-8 engine that is mated with automatic transmission, this charming wagon is eager to get
out on the road for an enjoyable driving experience. Excellent originalunrestored. Neverdriven
in bad weather. Immaculate undercarriage, some red oxide still visable. Mostly original paint.

Original interior including all carpet. More photosavailable. Body was channeled over the frame
so this thing can sit on the ground. Bumpers were smoothed- bolt heads removed, seams filled
and bumpers were narrowed to be pulled in tight to the body. The body is like his music. Body
was lifted and the chassis was updated with state of the art air ride suspension, fabricated
tubular control arms and 4 link in the rear. All original except paint, which is the original color
tropical turquoise. Underside is just as nice as the top, Tuneport ,r turbo,cpp front end,ps,pdb
ac,tilt,leather int Air Conditioning. Powered by a ci V8 engine and 3-speed automatic
transmission, it's also equipped with air conditioning, power windows and power brakes.
Interior redone in matching stock Nomad interior, excellent condition, dashboard and all interior
steel portions are painted turquoise to match exterior, 17" American racing wheels, tires like
new, undercarriage is original, rust free car. Ready for the next owner to drive more than my
husband and enjoy. Air Conditioning. The Inca Gold and Wimbledon White paint job is pure s
cool and works extremely well in this car's case, keeping the overall look subtle. Drive this Ford
instead. Tuneport ,r turbo,cpp front end,ps,pdb ac,tilt,leather int Air Conditioning. The new
interior consists of leather like burgundy soft vinyl perforated seats,door panels and headliner.
This is a rare and flawless Chevy two door wagon. The engine compartment is also typical
driver quality with a clean engine block and updated wiring. Comoptions:description:webe
autos specializes in marketing and advertising muscle, classic, vintage and specialty cars. We
offer professional photography, hd movies, and staging that sells cars. Long island, ny michael
webeautos. Com Backed by a r4 tranny full restoration was done This stunning 57 will stick out
with it's airbushed belair trim. This car was built one thing only that is to be driven has vintage
air for those hot summer days. The two door Nomad took a completely different approach to a
station wagon than many of the era. Much like the 2 door hardtop models the Nomad is one of
the coolest platforms to restore. The 57 Chevy also came in a number of body styles: 2 door
hard top, 2 door sedan, 2 door wagon, convertible, 4 door sedan, and 4 door station wagon. This
Bel Air is powered by the optional V8 engine, automatic transmission and rear wheel drive. Do
not wait another minute. We specialize in father and son restoration projects. Give me a call on
my toll free number at so we can talk person to person about this car. We always have dozens
and dozens of collector cars available for sale at all times. It is missing the front seat. It is in
great condition, runs like a dream, newly restored seats and floor, amazing new paint job.
Missing minor details which I had trouble finding to replace. We specialize in Father and son
restoration projects. It's an older restoration from around The car still has its original quarters
and floors, a few patches over the last 60 years. It presents well and drives well. Call Paul Will
have better pictures of Boyd wheels and body. Tires in great condition 53 chevy rims. Headers
new exhaust from headers back to new flow master. All new light bulbs except in dash. Speedo
works gas gauge works dome light works. All of the interior is original and still in fair condit
pontiac sunfire manual
accent 2010
youtube video trailer
ion. Seats floors no head liner. Floor pans and trunk are solid. This is a steal for this rare rod.
Everything from frame, wheels, carpet, motor, transmission, shifter, gauges, 4 wheel disk
brakes.. Body still needs some work. All Original, Car has been off the road for decades. Mostly
original paint - factory Black car with Red interior. Motor was rebuilt when it went into storage
and has not ever been fired. Has new rockers just tacked on. Would need lower rear quarter
patches. Mint Roof and Trunk lid. Would need restored. This car runs and drives as new and
needs absolutely nothing. This outstanding example starts with killer red paint, as new engine
compartment, and a phenomenal stock interior with a magnificent under carriage.
Comoptions:description chevrolet 2 dr. Dependable driver, disc brakes and power steering. Call
for more info. Always garaged, maintained and driven very little over the last 8 years. I hate to
sell, but have too many cars. Site map Contact Us Privacy Policy.

